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Android: Facebook's mobile apps are known to take over battery life and resources. So you'd probably like a stripped-down Messenger app that was only 10MB, right? Well, it exists, but most countries can't use it yet. Facebook announced this version of its Messenger app for developing markets, including Kenya, Tunisia, Malaysia, Sri Lanka and Venezuela, with support for other
markets arriving in the coming months. For those in established markets like the U.S., your best bet is to keep an eye on sites like APK Mirror for a third-party download. Although, keep in mind, there is no guarantee that the KPA will show up or take over your language. While it's understandable that Facebook wouldn't want to offer multiple messaging apps at once (they're not
Google, after all), a lightweight Messenger app is pretty high on users' wish lists. For now, the best bet to save your phone's resources is still the Facebook mobile site, but we hope that the demand will prompt Facebook to deploy this application more widely. Empowering the World to Stay Connected: Introducing Messenger Lite Facebook via Slashgear Facebook is the most
popular social media service in the world. It has more than 37,000 employees and 2.38 billion monthly active users. It also has a decent collection of apps and they all do various things. The collection changes, but they all allow you to interact with Facebook in different ways. Here are all the Facebook apps and what they do. We would like to make a little point of clarification. There
are many Facebook products in existing Facebook apps. For example, Facebook, Facebook Marketplace and Facebook Dating videos all exist in the regular Facebook app and are not separate products. It's a bit confusing, but you should have access to all the consumer-oriented Facebook features with the apps below. Technically, Blueprint (Google Play link) is a Facebook app
as well, but it is published under a different developer. Facebook and Facebook LitePrice: FreeFacebook and Facebook Lite represent the face of the social media site. You can interact with your friends, check notifications, see events, watch videos and do all the normal things on Facebook. The regular version has more graphics and more features while Facebook Lite focuses on
working better on low-end phones with less data. If you like Facebook but hate the app we recommend you try the Lite version to see if it works better for you. Facebook Messenger, Messenger Lite and Messenger KidsPrice: FreeThere are three Facebook apps for its Messenger service. The first is the standard Facebook Messenger app. It comes with all the features, including
the legendary cat heads feature. Facebook Lite reduces functionality to work better on low-end phones with less data usage. Finally, Facebook Kids is Facebook's service specifically for minors and surveillance. There are whispers that Messenger is directed to the main Facebook app so these apps may not exist forever. Facebook Business ManagerPrice: FreeFacebook
Business Manager (formerly Facebook Pages Manager) is, well, an app to run your business on Facebook. It's useful for interacting with your subscribers, checking page notifications, seeing scans on your page, and even responding to messages. The main Facebook app recommends downloading this if you're even trying to manage your page from the main Facebook app. It's a
bit buggy according to google play reviews, but it works mostly for most things. Facebook Ads ManagerPrice: Free / VariesFacebook Ads Manager is a business application for commercial use. It allows companies to track their advertising spending, advertising performance and other related analysis. It also has tips and tricks on improving advertising performance as well as a
publisher to create new ads. This is one of the few Facebook apps that costs money because you have to buy advertising space, obviously. This one has even more bugs than Facebook Page Manager, however, so be sure to check with the site from time to time. Facebook AnalyticsPrice: FreeFacebook Analytics is somehow between Page Manager and Ad Manager. It shows
you a variety of statistics as manager applications do. However, it also shows you some scans that the other two applications don't have. You can view your ad conversion rates, create all kinds of visualizations such as charts and charts, and receive notifications when something significant changes. It doesn't allow you to directly manage anything, so it's mostly for informational
purposes. Facebook LocalPrice: FreeFacebook Local is a discovery app for local stuff. You log in and it shows you points of interest around your area, recommendations for things like events and restaurants, and guides created by people on the service. It also includes notifications for future events that you may be interested in. This is another application that Facebook doesn't
work on much, so it's also pretty buggy for a lot of people. Free Basics by FacebookPrice: FreeFree Basics by Facebook is something completely different from the rest of this list. It actually allows you to connect to the Internet for free on Facebook's dT. All you need is a compatible phone and SIM card. It free access to a number of websites, including Facebook itself,
AccuWeather, BBC News, BabyCenter and MAMA, UNICEF, Dictionary.com, and many others. There are ethical questions about Facebook providing the Internet and dictating where people can and cannot go. However, for now, this is a small initiative of facebook Internet.org and it is only available to a small number of people. Discover from Facebook is another application in
this company that does more or less the same thing. You can consult one or the other. FacebookPrice portal: Facebook's FreePortal is a call device with Amazon Alexa built-in. This app helps control this device. You use it to set up the device and you can use it to call the device from your phone. There is not much else with this one. You've probably used apps like Google Home,
Amazon Alexa or other apps to control hardware. This one works a bit like that. The device costs $129, but the app is free at least. There is no reason to use it unless you buy the device. FacebookPrice study: Facebook's FreeStudy is an exclusive app for those in the Facebook Study program. It allows people to answer questions and use the app for market research reasons. It
collects data like the apps installed on your phone, the time you spend in each app, where you are, and some additional information. So Facebook hopes to learn more about how people use apps and how often. You can only use this app if you are in the program. Workplace by FacebookPrice: Free / $3 per active user per monthWork out by Facebook is Facebook's response to
G Suite and similar services. It allows companies and its employees to communicate with each other with their own small private Facebook spaces. Some of the features include text, voice and video calls, groups, file downloads, and more. Cat in the workplace is a distinct application in the ecosystem. It's something your job uses or doesn't use and it doesn't really make sense to
use it unless you're a business entity. There is a reduced free version with a full business version that costs $3 per person per month of service. Facebook ViewpointsPrice: FreeFacebook Viewpoints is like the facebook version of Google Opinion Rewards. You download the app, sign up, and then answer survey questions. Facebook uses these answers to, in their words, provide
better services while you get a small package of points. These points can be used for various long-term prices. The app still has some bugs, especially when exchanging points, so you may want to wait until these are ironed out before giving it a try. Instagram and WhatsappPrice: FreeInstagram and WhatsApp are two other Facebook apps that do not have the Facebook name
and do not exist under the Facebook developer account on Google Play. You already know these applications. Instagram is a social media photo sharing service and WhatsApp is a social media sharing service Most of the above apps, such as Page Manager and Ads Manager, also work with Instagram accounts. WhatsApp is the world's most popular messaging platform.
Instagram has a side app called Instagram Threads that works a bit like Instagram, but on a more personal scale. These are technically Facebook apps, but they usually train outside the Facebook ecosystem as separate entities. However, we list them here for reasons of completeness. Creator StudioPrice: FreeCreator Studio is one of the new applications Facebook, Facebook,
Speaking. This is for people who make video on Facebook and do it more than just the occasional download. It allows creators to see things like all their downloads, some viewer measurements, and you can do things like calendar messages and download new ones. Unfortunately, the web version is much better than the app version and Facebook still has a lot of problems to
work with. This is probably not a great option for creators right now, but it could be a day in the future. Facebook GamingPrice: FreeFacebook Gaming is the official app in the games section of Facebook's video collection. It has standard video content, but the focus with it is streaming live. Facebook Gaming represents Facebook's competition with Twitch and YouTube for this
space. It was pretty harmless until mid-2020 when Microsoft's mixer stopped and integrated into Facebook Gaming. Maybe it's a bigger deal someday. For now, the app requires your personal Facebook account and some people don't like it. Also, the app is pretty buggy. Still, keep an eye on this one. If we've missed great Facebook apps, tell us about them in the comments! You
can also click here to check out our latest Android app and game lists! Facebook's business model of selling behavioral data and banner space to advertisers depends on new supported user registrations. Tackling all the obstacles to this growth is of course a priority, so Facebook has just released a stripped-down app called Facebook Lite to target low-end Android devices that
are ubiquitous in East Asian and South American countries. Cyber Monday Related Offers: Updated on 06-04-2015 by Kyle Wiggers: Added news of the official launch of Facebook Lite in Asia, Africa, Europe and Latin America. Facebook Lite is only available on the Google Play Store in Bangladesh, Nepal, Nigeria, South Africa, Sudan, Sri Lanka, Vietnam and Zimbabwe for now,
but it will soon be launched in countries in Asia, Latin America, Africa and Europe in the coming weeks. Facebook Lite is a small performance-friendly Facebook portal designed for lower hardware. Based on Snaptu, Facebook's customer, the app weighs in at just 252 KB, but retains many of its most demanding brother's features. In the first version, push notifications, camera
integration and instant messaging are included. Facebook Lite is designed to work on low-end hardware, supports connections with speeds as low as 2G, and should work in areas with slightly low connectivity. The app should not use too much data in the process either. Facebook Lite is a catch to the explosive trend towards low-end devices in emerging markets, and Facebook
is hardly unique in its desire to win over these new smartphone users. Technology research firm Gartner last year estimated an increase in electronics sales to 2.5 billion units. Smartphone sales in alone soared 186 percent in 2013, according to IDC analysts. In addition, the trade organization GSMA expects that 80% of the six billion connected smartphones planned for 2020 will
represent emerging countries. So it's not hard to see why almost all Internet-based companies aim to penetrate developing markets. What probably differentiates Facebook is its ambition. Last year, the social network partnered with smartphone and chip companies to launch Internet.org, a project to leverage drones, satellites and other autonomous technologies to connect the
more than 5 billion people currently without the Internet. The goals are ostensibly altruistic, but Facebook has a lot to gain from new subscribers. Indeed, one of the fundamental principles of the project is to help develop mobile businesses. Beyond Facebook Lite and Internet.org, Facebook's expansion plans are unknown, but one thing is certain: as people's purchasing power in
India and elsewhere increases, Facebook will devote a lot of effort to expanding with them. Editors' Recommendations
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